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“A talk should not be a mystery...”
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More like an action movie...
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Independence Assumptions: The Movie
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Modeling domain semantics

◮ Modeling complete semantics probably AI-complete

◮ Model design issues
◮ Data availability issues
◮ Model tractability issues

◮ Use simpler models:

(pipelined systems, independence assumptions)

◮ Fast, tractable inference
◮ Easier to train (less data sparsity)
◮ Easier to implement, evaluate
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Related approaches

◮ Dual decomposition

[Riedel and McCallum, EMNLP 2011]

◮ Markov logic networks

[Poon and Vanderwende, NAACL 2010], [Ling and Weld, AAAI 2010]

◮ Integer linear programming

[Chang et al., ACL 2007]

◮ Gibbs sampling

[Finkel et al., ACL 2005]

◮ Discriminatively constrained generative models

[Druck and McCallum, ICML 2010]
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One independent approach

◮ UTurku: Björne et al. (2009), 1st place in BioNLP 2009
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Event structures → dependency graph
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Parsing event structures
[McDonald et al., EMNLP 2005]
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Edge-factored features
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Second-order edge-factored features
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Event extraction evaluation

Method f -score

Event Parser alone 49.9

Reranker with single parser 50.2

Reranker with multiple parsers 50.7

Riedel and McCallum (2011) 54.8

+ stacking event parsers 55.9

f -score on GENIA development section (task 1)
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Act I: Summary

◮ Event parsing incorporates domain semantics in two ways
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Act I: Summary

◮ Event parsing incorporates domain semantics in two ways:

1. Parser weighs different extraction decisions

2. Reranker enables global features

◮ Works best with explicit dependencies between extraction items

◮ But, what to do if these are not explicit?
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Act II: Modeling constraints on implicit dependencies
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Timelining input
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Timelining output
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Task description

Goal:

Given a set of entities, produce timelines of significant events

Given:

◮ Example timelines (Wikipedia infoboxes, Freebase entries)

◮ Relations between entities (Wikipedia infoboxes)

◮ Lots of text (newswire, blogs, Wikipedia articles, etc.)
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Example: Kirk starts attending Starfleet

Kirk article excerpt

Starfleet Academy
By 2250, Kirk returned to Earth to start his training at Starfleet Academy in

San Francisco, thanks to some assistance from a man named Mallory. He

later credited his father as his inspiration for joining Starfleet.
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Example: Kirk starts attending Starfleet

Kirk article excerpt

Starfleet Academy
By 2250, Kirk returned to Earth to start his training at Starfleet Academy

in San Francisco, thanks to some assistance from a man named Mallory. He

later credited his father as his inspiration for joining Starfleet.

Given:

◮ relation r1 = attendsSchool(James T . Kirk , Starfleet Academy)

◮ time t1 = 2250

Learn temporal bounds:

◮ classify(r1, t1) = STARTS

20



Independent classifications

classify(r1, t1)
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Independent classifications

classify(r1, t1)

classify(r1, t2)

classify(r2, t1)

...
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Inconsistency: multiple relations
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Inconsistency: multiple relations, multiple entities
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Consistency model
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Approaches to modeling consistency

◮ No reliable implicit negatives → can’t use a classifier

◮ Similar to language modeling (density estimation)

◮ Decompose timelines into a series of questions

◮ Estimate probabilities of answers from Freebase

30
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Combined Classifier (CC)
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Joint Classifier with Consistency (JCC)
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Evaluation

Model Test

Oracle 75.2

Joint Classifier with Consistency 72.2

Combined Classifier 71.5

Pipeline 70.5

null baseline 55.6

(metric is Temporal KBP-inspired)
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Timelining: Future work

◮ More elaborate question types

◮ Questions that involve more than two fluents
◮ Non-binary questions (e.g., real valued)
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Timelining: Future work

◮ More elaborate question types

◮ Questions that involve more than two fluents
◮ Non-binary questions (e.g., real valued)

◮ Increasing complexity of temporal representation

◮ Ranges not recognized (“served as CEO for 7 years until 1993”)
◮ Partial information unused (“died after 2265”,

“was a student in 1994”)

◮ Jointly performing relation extraction as well

◮ Consistency model could capture non-temporal distributions too
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Act II: Conclusions

◮ Described a model to produce more consistent timelines

◮ 36% error reduction over pipelined baseline

◮ Random restart hill climbing: simple, fast, effective
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Summary

◮ Many IE tasks (e.g., ACE, KBP, BioNLP) have complex

dependencies between extraction items

◮ Ignoring these can result in inconsistent output

◮ Showed two case studies to model these dependencies

◮ Biomedical event parser available at Stanford NLP:

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/eventparser.shtml

◮ Timelining dataset available on my website:

http://nlp.stanford.edu/˜mcclosky/

39
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Summary

◮ Many IE tasks (e.g., ACE, KBP, BioNLP) have complex

dependencies between extraction items

◮ Ignoring these can result in inconsistent output

◮ Showed two case studies to model these dependencies

◮ Biomedical event parser available at Stanford NLP:

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/eventparser.shtml

◮ Timelining dataset available on my website:

http://nlp.stanford.edu/˜mcclosky/

Questions?

Thanks to the Stanford NLP group, Sebastian Riedel, Valentin

Spitkovsky, Micha Elsner, and our reviewers for their helpful feedback.
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Handling differing numbers of fluents

◮ Compare with LM: shorter sentences are more probable

◮ Possible solutions:

◮ Regularization (penalize missing fluents)
◮ Averaging (normalize different numbers of fluents)
◮ Adjust weight between extraction and consistency models (tune β )
◮ Add “unknown” as a possible answer

42



Questions with unknown answers
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Corpora and Metric

◮ Corpora: Freebase and Wikipedia

◮ Freebase and Wikipedia infoboxes include fluents
◮ Scraped ≈ 250,000 entities from Freebase
◮ Fluents from Freebase and Wikipedia are merged to form gold

corpora
◮ Restricted to entities linked to at least one other entity
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◮ Scraped ≈ 250,000 entities from Freebase
◮ Fluents from Freebase and Wikipedia are merged to form gold

corpora
◮ Restricted to entities linked to at least one other entity

◮ Metric: Temporal TAC-KBP inspired

◮ Evaluate predicted temporal bounds on fluents, not fluent

mentions
◮ Punish vagueness and unnecessary constraints
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Metrics

◮ Evaluate predicted temporal bounds on fluents, not fluent

mentions

◮ All times given at the day level

◮ Punish vagueness and unnecessary constraints:

quality(tpredicted, tgold) =











1 tpredicted = tgold

0 tpredicted =±∞⊕ tgold =±∞
1

1+|tpredicted−tgold|
otherwise
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Inspecting the Consistency Component
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Inspecting the Consistency Component

Question Yes No

Born before getting married? 14.8% ≈0.0%

Died before their parents were born? 0.3% 53.7%

Finished a job before starting a job? 72.5% 20.5%
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Fluent-level results for people

Model

Fluent null Basic CC JCC Oracle

lifespan 28.6 64.6 65.6 66.1 69.1

has spouse 92.2 92.1 92.2 92.3 93.1

attends school 97.7 97.7 97.7 98.1 98.1

has job title 78.8 79.4 78.8 78.8 80.3

holds gov’t position 16.7 19.7 19.7 19.7 25.1
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